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STK-186/STK-186L  Husqvarna 125-430 

Fits bikes with a shorter length crankshaft 

 

Fitting Instructions 
Step 1 Remove existing stator system, note nut is LH thread so turn clockwise 

to remove. 

Step 2 See fig 1. Fit stator using M5x20 screws & washers x3, to use original 

rubber grommet from old stator feed connectors through the grommet 
or split grommet with a knife and glue with super glue when fitted. 

Position stator approx midway on slots, don’t tighten screws fully yet. 

Step 3 Remove original woodruff key from crankshaft, the keyway is not 
required for this kit. 

Step 4 Fit rotor unit and loosely tighten (anti-clockwise), so rotor is firm on 
crankshaft but can be easily moved. 

Setting Timing: The ignition timing can be set-up similar to the original fixed 

timing ignition as the position of maximum advance is approximately equal to the 

original setting. 
The original system has fixed timing, it is a compromise between starting the bike 

and maximum performance so STK-186 can be set with more advance than the 
original system as the electronic advance allows for easy starting. 

Step 5 Set the piston to Full Advance (FA) for example: 2.6mm or 200 BTDC use a dial gauge or timing disc. These figures 
are only recommendations, exact setting depends on engine tune and the exhaust system used.  
Without moving the rotor rotate the stator plate so that the mark on the stator aligns with the FA (full advance 
position) mark on the rotor, see fig. 2. 
Note the 3 stator screws can be accessed with a 4mm ball ended allen key without removing the rotor. 

CONTENTS 

Stator    CDI-HT Coil 
Rotor -  HT Cap/Bracket 
Fitting kit   Reg Rec & Capacitor (STK-186L) 

Kill switch   
 

PRODUCT FEATURES 

• CDI ignition, electronic advance curve helps prevent kickback and damage to engine, foot or both, as 
timing is retarded at start-up. 

• External rotor, weight 1.1kg. for smooth power delivery. 
• Engraved rotor to enable easy timing set-up. 

Fig 1 

STK-186 - twin coil ignition kit STK-186L - Lighting and ignition kit 

Fits crankshaft with dimension shown 

Fig 2 

Fig 1 (twin ignition only shown) 



Step 6 Fully tighten stator screws and rotor retaining nut to specified torque. 

Step 7 See wiring diagram below. Fit combined HT-CDI in place of original HT coil, feed stator cable to HT-CDI and plug in, 
note connectors are not the same so it cannot be connected incorrectly. When feeding the stator cable keep it 
away from the exhaust system - use tie-wraps to secure. 

Step 8 See wiring diagram below. Black/white cable from HT-CDI is for the stop switch - earthing this via the kill switch 
provided will stop the engine. 

For STK-186L fitted with a lighting coil 

Step 9 Referring to the wiring diagram below connect yellow cables to the RR121C, either yellow can go to the yellow 
cables from the RR121C. Then connect the red and black cables from the RR121C to the lighting cables.  

The system supplied has a 12V DC output ‘without using a battery’. RR121C is a very compact full wave regulator/rectifier 

directly coupled with a capacitor, both are secured using a single bolt - no earth connection is required on the mounting.  

As the output is 12V DC LED bulbs are recommended (not supplied). This will give a much better lighting output compared 

with conventional filament bulbs. 
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